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The UMP offers the common Law Enforcement Duty 9mm rounds The UMP offers the common Law Enforcement Duty 9mm rounds 
available in a lightweight sub-machine gun from Heckler & Koch. available in a lightweight sub-machine gun from Heckler & Koch. 

The UMP is a cost effective, state of the art weapon that offers the user The UMP is a cost effective, state of the art weapon that offers the user 
the advantages of a simple to operate, lightweight, low cost purchase the advantages of a simple to operate, lightweight, low cost purchase 
and low maintenance, uncompromising reliability, and precision and low maintenance, uncompromising reliability, and precision 
accuracy with little felt recoil and ease of control while providing accuracy with little felt recoil and ease of control while providing 
increased magazine capacity and increased “stand off distance” in a increased magazine capacity and increased “stand off distance” in a 
compact weapon package. compact weapon package. 

The HK UMP was designed in the 1990s and went into production in The HK UMP was designed in the 1990s and went into production in 
2000. Engineered especially for the Law Enforcement, Security, and 2000. Engineered especially for the Law Enforcement, Security, and 
Military communities who require pistol caliber duty ammunition Military communities who require pistol caliber duty ammunition 
compatibility and performance in a sub-machine gun (SMG) compatibility and performance in a sub-machine gun (SMG) 
or semi-auto short barreled patrol rifle configuration using the or semi-auto short barreled patrol rifle configuration using the 
interchangeable single fire only trigger group. interchangeable single fire only trigger group. 

The HK UMP is the perfect lightweight choice for enhanced security The HK UMP is the perfect lightweight choice for enhanced security 
and performance during routine patrol operations, protection and and performance during routine patrol operations, protection and 
security details, high risk raid/warrant operations, Air – Motorcycle security details, high risk raid/warrant operations, Air – Motorcycle 
- K9 officer use, and with use as an entry-CQB weapon. Due to the - K9 officer use, and with use as an entry-CQB weapon. Due to the 
UMP’s compact size (approximately 18 inch length with the stock UMP’s compact size (approximately 18 inch length with the stock 
folded and lightweight design of approximately 4.5 pounds) and folded and lightweight design of approximately 4.5 pounds) and 
modularity it is a perfect match for use in and around vehicles, modularity it is a perfect match for use in and around vehicles, 
confined spaces, and standing or patrolling security. The weapon can confined spaces, and standing or patrolling security. The weapon can 
be fired to 100 yard accuracy for increased standoff distance in both be fired to 100 yard accuracy for increased standoff distance in both 
rural and open urban areas. rural and open urban areas. 

Magazine capacity of the UMP is 30 rounds for 9mm and .40 S&W, Magazine capacity of the UMP is 30 rounds for 9mm and .40 S&W, 
25 rounds of .45 ACP,. The polymer magazines include a see through 25 rounds of .45 ACP,. The polymer magazines include a see through 
ammunition viewing strip to determine rounds remaining. The UMP ammunition viewing strip to determine rounds remaining. The UMP 
was designed and tested to fire all types ammunition including was designed and tested to fire all types ammunition including 
subsonic and supersonic loads with projectiles from ball to hollow subsonic and supersonic loads with projectiles from ball to hollow 
point and handles the +P loads. The UMP can also fire non-toxic and point and handles the +P loads. The UMP can also fire non-toxic and 
frangible training ammunition. frangible training ammunition. 

Optional suppressors are available for the UMP to reduce the Optional suppressors are available for the UMP to reduce the 
signature and increase situational awareness. Suppressors from B&T signature and increase situational awareness. Suppressors from B&T 
use a quick connect system. use a quick connect system. 

The UMP fires from a closed bolt to increase accuracy and safety and The UMP fires from a closed bolt to increase accuracy and safety and 
uses a simple blowback operation with a cyclic rate of approximately uses a simple blowback operation with a cyclic rate of approximately 
600 – 650 rounds per minute. Besides the selector safety, the UMP 600 – 650 rounds per minute. Besides the selector safety, the UMP 
has a passive internal firing pin block within the bolt that prevents the has a passive internal firing pin block within the bolt that prevents the 
weapon from being fired if dropped. weapon from being fired if dropped. 
The system is equipped with a dual flip rear peep sight and partidge The system is equipped with a dual flip rear peep sight and partidge 
(open) style aperatures that is adjustable for windage and elevation (open) style aperatures that is adjustable for windage and elevation 
using a common allen wrench. The front sight post includes a using a common allen wrench. The front sight post includes a 
detachble hood. Uing aftermarket low mounts or taller see through detachble hood. Uing aftermarket low mounts or taller see through 
mounts the optic can be iron sight see-through compatible as a back mounts the optic can be iron sight see-through compatible as a back 
up to the optic. up to the optic. 

The Selector and magazine release are ambidextrous. The trigger The Selector and magazine release are ambidextrous. The trigger 
guard is oversized for the use of gloves in cold weather. The system guard is oversized for the use of gloves in cold weather. The system 
includes both a cocking handle and bolt catch/stop and release includes both a cocking handle and bolt catch/stop and release 
device. The system will hold the bolt open after the last round is fired. device. The system will hold the bolt open after the last round is fired. 
The system can be fired with the stock in either the extended or folded The system can be fired with the stock in either the extended or folded 
positions. The stock folded reduces the overal length by approx 10 positions. The stock folded reduces the overal length by approx 10 
inches. A flared magazine well allows for quick and easy reloading of inches. A flared magazine well allows for quick and easy reloading of 
the magazine. the magazine. 

The UMP can be fitted with common after market accessories via the The UMP can be fitted with common after market accessories via the 
use of optional Picatinny rails on the receiver (top rail) for various use of optional Picatinny rails on the receiver (top rail) for various 
optics and up to three Picatinny rails on the forend/handguard area optics and up to three Picatinny rails on the forend/handguard area 
for lights, lasers, vertical grips, hand stops, and additional sling for lights, lasers, vertical grips, hand stops, and additional sling 
attachment points. A two-point or one-point after market sling can attachment points. A two-point or one-point after market sling can 
be fitted to the UMP via multiple attachment points (HK hook, mash be fitted to the UMP via multiple attachment points (HK hook, mash 
hook, U-Loop, or Universal Wire Loop sling attachment compatible). hook, U-Loop, or Universal Wire Loop sling attachment compatible). 
Disassembly of the UMP is easy. The weapon field strips into three Disassembly of the UMP is easy. The weapon field strips into three 
basic assembly groups with the removal of a single locking pin for basic assembly groups with the removal of a single locking pin for 
quick cleaning and maintenance. quick cleaning and maintenance. 

The UMP can be converted from 9x19mm, .40 S&W, or .45 ACP by The UMP can be converted from 9x19mm, .40 S&W, or .45 ACP by 
changing the barrel, bolt, and magazine. The HK UMP is available in changing the barrel, bolt, and magazine. The HK UMP is available in 
9x19mm as a complete weapon. The UMP was previously available in 9x19mm as a complete weapon. The UMP was previously available in 
multiple calibers, however with a decline in global use of .40 S&W and multiple calibers, however with a decline in global use of .40 S&W and 
.45 ACP only the 9mm system is in production. Parts are available for .45 ACP only the 9mm system is in production. Parts are available for 
the .40 & .45 calibers.the .40 & .45 calibers.

Available with multiple and user interchangeabe ambidextrous trigger options that include a Safe/Single fire (SF) only, Safe/Semi/2-Round 
Burst (012), Safe/Semi/Full Automatic (NT), and Safe/Semi/2-Round Burst/Full Automatic (2RB) to accommodate various operational and policy 
requirements of departments and agencies.
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